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Leaving a Legacy

BEN MARSH BA(Hons.), AIPW, MSWW

EMMA MARSH, Solicitor, LLB, AIPW, MSWW



Giving in lifetime and leaving a legacy

Why leave a legacy to charity?

How to leave a legacy to charities you support

How to ensure any lifetime giving continues even if 
you lose capacity



Impact of legacies

Number of charitable estates in 2020?

33,653

Total value of charitable estates in 2020?

£17.9bn (up from £16.1bn 2019)

38% estates = 1 charity; 22% estates - 2 charities. 

Most charities in one Will 2020?

61 charities

South-East 1 in 5 wills is charitable; North-East 1 

in 7

Average value of charitable estates?

£532k (up from £502k 2019)

How many charities benefit from legacies 

annually?

Typically 10k different charities annually – out of 169k 

registered charities

‘Legacy Giants’ – CRUK, RNLI, BHF



Impact of legacies

Of charity donors:
35% would like to leave a gift/legacy
Only 6.3% leave a legacy

However:
6.3% = £2.5 billion/annum

So, a small increase in legacy giving = potential 
huge increase for charities



How to leave a legacy to charity

Make a Will!
65% of UK adults still don’t have a Will

Make sure it’s signed and witnessed 
correctly

Make sure your Executors know where 
the original is stored

Consider professional advice



How to leave a legacy to charity
There are three main ways:

Gift a sum of money

Gift a specified item

Leave a share of your residuary estate 
(the ‘pot’ that’s left after liabilities 
have been settled and gifts have been 
made)

How to choose between these three types 
of giving



Gifts to Charity



Gifts to Charity



Why is it important to leave a legacy 
correctly?

Do-it yourself / Internet / Post Office Wills
Failure Rate: 65%

No tailored advice

They are not sufficient protection!

Professional advisor
Individual advice

Assess context and circumstances

Minimise risk of contested estate

Often complications!



Complication 1: Inheritance Tax

The Government can claim 40% of the value of your estate above 
the Nil Rate Band in Inheritance Tax

Nil Rate Band – currently up to £500,000 for an individual (if 
property is being gifted to children/grandchildren)

Gifts to exempt and non-exempt beneficiaries

Charities are exempt beneficiaries

Lower rate of IHT payable if 10% gifted to charity



Complication 2: Families!

Contested estates: values and family complications

Families often contest charitable gifts – reduces their 
inheritance

Families often contest each others’ inheritance

Many families have vulnerabilities:

Divorce, bankruptcy, personal problems –
gambling/alcohol

Testators may wish to help someone, but still gift to 
loved ones ultimately

Need professional advice!



Ensuring lifetime gifting continues if 
you lose capacity

Lasting Powers of Attorney

(EPAs still valid – made prior to 2007)

Like a Will, must have capacity to sign it!



Lifetime giving to charity under a LPA

Lasting Power of Attorney for Property & Finance

What does the document do?

What if I don’t have one?

Lifetime gifts to charity:

Gift must be of reasonable value given the size 
of the gift giver’s estate (all the money and 
property they own)

Gift can’t be given to avoid paying for care costs

Gifts can’t be given to a charity unconnected to 
the gift giver



Cameron James Legal – How we can help

Ensure legacies are gifted in line with your wishes
Protect your spouse / partner
Protect your children / vulnerable beneficiaries
Protect your assets
Minimise your tax exposure
Help with exposure to care home fees
Establish LPAs and ensure lifetime gifting continues
Establish Trusts
Act as Executors/Assist with Probate



ben.marsh@cameronjameslegal.co.uk

emma.marsh@cameronjameslegal.co.uk

01243 696920

Sage House, City Fields Way, Tangmere, PO20 2FP

mailto:ben.marsh@cameronjameslegal.co.uk
mailto:emma.marsh@apsmanagement.co.uk
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